COMMUNITY UPDATE

SHEAFFE ST 3 PROJECT UPGRADE STAGE 3

Current Progress

K&R Contracting (K&R) would like to advise that there has been a delay to progress of the Sheaffe St Stage 3 Upgrade Works.

At present, K&R is working with the Cloncurry Shire Council to address some quality issues with the work undertaken to date.

Addressing these quality issues now, will ensure the longevity of these infrastructure assets and minimise future maintenance costs for ratepayers. Once rectified, further pavement and sealing works can be undertaken. The cost of these rectification works will not be borne by Council.

Following discussions between Council and K&R the rectification works are planned to commence on Thursday 12th September targeting completion in early October.

Remaining Activities

Gravel pavement works will commence following the rectification of these quality issues. This work will include bringing in extra gravel, then stabilising with cement before trimming. The road will then be bitumen primed. This will be left to cure before application of the bitumen seal. To complete the road a 50mm thick asphalt layer will then be laid as the running surface.

Irrigation and landscaping works will then be completed to finish the project.

What to expect

The rectification works will require the removal and replacement of some of the kerbing works. K&R will talk to affected property owners to minimise any impact.

The pavement works will impact on large parts of the road and therefore these sections will be closed off to through traffic. K&R will talk to affected property owners to minimise any impact. All other road users are advised to use an alternate route during these works.

Feedback:

K&R’s Community Liaison phone number is 0466 181249.

Please do not hesitate to contact K&R Contracting's Project Community Liaison Coordinator if you require further information.

0466 181 249